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Exotic continua have been making their appearance in dynamical systems ever 
since the early part of this century with the work of Caratheodory [16]. By 1913 
Carathtodory realized that although a bounded, connected, open set in Iw2 is 
homeomorphic to the interior of a disk, the boundary of that set need not be anything 
like a simple closed curve, and so he developed his theory of prime ends. Birkhoff 
[ 141, Charpentier [ 191, and Cartwright and Littlewood [ 17, 181, all actually encoun- 
tered indecomposable continua which were not only present in their dynamical 
systems, but also played important roles in determining the behavior of the systems 
involved. Recently, evidence has accumulated more dramatically than ever that 
these objects cannot be avoided, for as Barge says, complicated dynamics often 
induce complicated topology. 
A continuum is a compact, connected, metric space. A continuum is indecomposable 
if it cannot be written as the union of two proper subcontinua, or equivalently, that 
each proper subcontinuum is nowhere dense. A chain C = {c,, . . . , c,} is a finite 
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collection of open sets with the property that ci n c, # 0 iff Ii -j[ G 1. A circular chain 
c = {c,, . . . ) c,} is a finite collection of open sets with the property that ci n cj # 0 
iff )i -j\ G 1 or Ii -j\ = n. A continuum X is chainable if for each E > 0, there is a 
chain of open sets of diameter less than B that covers X. A continuum X is circularly 
chainable if for each E > 0, there is a chain of open sets of diameter less than E that 
covers X. The members of a chain or a circular chain are called links. 
A continuum is hereditarily indecomposable if each of its subcontinua is indecom- 
posable. A pseudoarc may be characterized as a hereditarily indecomposable, chain- 
able continuum. All chainable continua are nonseparating plane continua that have 
the fixed point property [22]. The Knaster continua are also indecomposable 
chainable continua, but since these continua have dense arc components, they are 
not hereditarily indecomposable. (See [l, 3, 331 for more details.) Note that a 
hereditarily indecomposable continuum contains no arcs. Most continua in the plane 
are pseudoarcs: more precisely, the pseudoarcs form a dense G,-subset of the space 
of all continua in the plane (Vietoris topology). (See [lo-13, 23-301 for more 
information.) 
If X is a compact metric space, F: X + X is continuous, and A is a closed subset 
of X such that F(A) = A, then A is an attractor for F if there is some open set u 
such that u 1 F(u) and n;=‘=, F”(u) = A. Suppose that T is a homeomorphism from 
X to itself. Then 
(1) T is transitive if for each pair u, v of open sets of X, there is some integer n 
such that T”(u) n 2, f 0; 
(2) T is minimal if for each x E X, O,(x) = {T”(x) ) n E Z} is dense in X; 
(3) T has sensitive dependence on initial conditions if there is some S>O such 
that if x E X and u is an open set that contains x, then there are some point y in u 
and positive integer n such that d(T”(x), T”(y))> 6; 
(4) if p E X such that for some positive integer n, T”(p) =p, then p is a periodic 
point for T; and 
(5) if T is transitive, has sensitive dependenra on initial conditions, and has a 
dense set of periodic points, then T is said to be chaotic. 
This definition of chaos is more or less that given by Devaney [20]. He points 
out that chaotic maps therefore have three characteristics: The transitivity gives 
them an element of indecomposability (in the sense that if D i:. a closed set of X 
with interior, then D cannot be mapped into itself); the sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions gives them an element of unpredictability; and the dense set of 
periodic points gives them an element of regularity. 
What is then some of the more recent history of indecomposable continua in 
dynamical systems? Probably the most famous example is Smale’s hryseshoe map 
[31]. The attractor for that map is a Knaster continuum, and the map is chaotic on 
a certain invariant Cantor set contained in the continuum. In 1982, Handel [22] 
gave an example of an area preserving C” diffeomorphism H of the plane th+i?has 
as its invariant set a hereditarily indecomposable, circularly chainable continuum 
known as a pseudocircle. His diffeomorphism H is minimal on theJ@&iant 
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pseudocircle. Further, he gave an example of a C” diffeomorphism H’ of the plane 
that has the pseudocircle as its attractor and on which it is chaotic. (The pseudocircle 
is a plane separating continuum.) 
Much of the recent work of Barge and his various coauthors has demonstrated 
a real connection between indecomposability in invariant continua and complex 
behavior in dynamical systems in the plane (see [l-9]). In a very recent beautiful 
paper, Barge and Gillette [5] obtained two theorems that apply to solutions of the 
forced van der Pol equations. Cartwright and Littlewood had investigated these 
equations in the 1940’s and 1950’s [17, 181 and found that, at certain parameter 
values, an associated Poincare homeomorphism admits a certain invariant plane 
separating continuum. Cartwright and Littlewood conjectured that this continuum 
contains an indecomposable continuum. Barge and Gillette proved that it is an 
indecomposable continuum. 
Barge [4] has shown that the Knaster bucket handle continuum can be a global 
attractor in a smooth dynamical system in the plane. On the attractor the 
diffeomorphism is transitive, has sensitive dependence, and has densely many 
periodic points. Last year, this author [24] showed that pseudoarcs admit transitive 
homeomorphisms with sensitive dependence on initial conditions, but did not obtain 
one with a dense set of periodic points. It will follow from results in this paper that 
pseudoarcs do admit chaotic homeomorphisms. 
About five months after the results in this paper were obtained, Mint and Transue 
[29] constructed a chaotic map on the interval whose inverse limit is a pseudoarc. 
The shift homeomorphism on the inverse limit space then gives a chaotic homeo- 
morphism on the pseudoarc. This fact, combined with a result of Barge and Martin 
[9], shows that the pseudoarc can be a global attractor for a plane homeomorphism. 
Hopefully, eventually a pseudoarc will be obtained as a chaotic attractor for a 
smooth plane diffeomorphism. 
For us, P will denote the pseudoarc, Z = [0, 11, Z is the integers, N is the positive 
integers, and fi = N u (0). All spaces are compact metric spaces, and if X is a compact 
metric space, then H(X) denotes its group of self homeomorphisms. 
If A is a collection of sets, then A* denotes the union of the sets in A. If Z? is a 
set in the space X, then dB denotes the boundary of B in X and B” denotes the 
interior of B in X. An open set o in a space X is regular if 0” = o. If A = A G X, 
B G A, then dAB denotes the boundary of B in the subspace A. If A and B are 
collections of sets, then A v B = {a n b 1 a E A, b E B, and a0 n b” # @}. 
1. The basic construction 
The following is a generalization of what is known as a chain pattern construction. 
To my knowledge this technique was introduced by Bing [lo], was later extensively 
used by Lewis [27, 281, and has been used by many authors since to build 
homeomorphisms on continua that are either chainable or contain many chainable 
subcontinua. 
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For convenience, in the construction that follows chains will consist of closed 
regular neighborhoods in the plane whose links intersect only at the boundaries. A 
collection of sets covers a set A essentially if there is a continuum Q contained in 
A such that each member of the collection contains a point of Q not in the closure 
of any other set. If C and B are collections of sets, then C is an amalgamation of 
B if B* = C” and each set in C is the union of some sets in B. If the closure of 
each set in B is a subset of a set in C, then B is said to closure refine C. If the 
collection B refines the collection C, C is said to properly cover B if each member 
of C contains a member of B not contained in the closure of any other member of 
c. 
If m, n E Z, m S n, let Z[m, n] = {m, m + 1,. . . , n}. We will call Z[m, n] an integer 
interval. A surjective function f: Z[m’, n’] + Z[m, n] is called a (light) pattern pro- 
vided If(i+l)-f(i)/<1 (If(i+l)-f(i))=l, respectively) for i E Z[m’, n’- 11. If 
V={v(m’), . . . , v(n’)} and U={u(m), . . . , u(n)} are chain covers of the space X, 
and f: I[ m’, n’] + I[ m, n] is a pattern, we will say that Vfollows the pattern f in U 
provided u(i) G u(f( i)) for each i E I[ m’, n’]. We call f a pattern on U. 
IfthechainC={c,,..., c,} refines the chain D = {d,, . . . , d,}, then C is crooked 
in D provided that for p, s E Z[O, m] and i, j E Z[O, n], where j > i+2, c,, E di 
and c, G d,, there exist q, r with cy E d,_,, c, c di+, , and either p < q < r < s, or 
p>q>r>s. 
A pattern really is a “map” that tells how one chain sits in another by locating 
each link of the refined chain in some link of the refined chain. In the sequel we 
will need a generalization of this idea, for at times we will be dealing with finite 
covers that are not necessarily chains. Suppose then that Z[m’, n’] and Z[m, n] are 
integer intervals and that V= {v(m’), . . . , v(n’)} and U = {u(m), . . . , u(n)} are 
covers of the space X, and f: I[ m’, n’] + I[ m, n] is a surjection. Then f will be 
called a weak pattern and we will say that Vfollows the weak pattern f in U provided 
v(i) E u( f( i)) for each i E I[ m’, n’]. We will call f a weak pattern on U in this case. 
If V is an open chain and v E V, then i(v, V) = u - {v’~ VI v # v’}“. 
In the constructions that follow, we have an extensive need to indicate sequences 
of chains, specific subchains of chains, links of chains, and patterns chains follow 
in other chains. Likewise, we will need to indicate sequences of finite covers, members 
of covers, and weak patterns covers follow in other covers. With that in mind, we 
will make the following notational conventions: Chains and covers will be denoted 
with uppercase letters, and possibly additional symbols, and links of those chains 
or members of those covers with the associated lowercase letters, associated symbols, 
and link or member numbers. So, for example, 
C,=C,[O, ml-{c(l,O), c(l,2),. .., ~(1, m)}; 
d,-&[k, 1]={&2, k),. ..,d(2, l)}; 
and 
F- F[l, n]-{f(l),. . .,f(n)}. 
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Theorem 1. Suppose X and Y are compact metric spaces, and that G,, GZ, . . . and 
H,, Hz,... are sequences of$nite covers of X and Y, respectively, with the following 
properties: 
(1) For each iEN, Gi= Gi[O, a(i)] and Hi= H,[O, a(i)]. 
(2) ZfiEN, AC I[O, u(i)], then njCa g(i,j)f0 iflnj,, h(i,j)ZEl. 
(3) For i E N, G,+, follows the weak pattern & in G, and H,,, follows 5, in H,. 
(4) lim, mesh G, = 0 = lim, mesh H,. 
Then ifx E X, there is an infinite sequence j(x, l), j(x, 2), . such that for each i 
(5) x E g(i, j(x, i)), and 
(6) L(j(x, i-t 1)) =j(x, i). 
Further, ifwe define T(x)=ny=, h(i, j(x, i)) forxEX, then TE H(X). 
Proof. Fix x E X. For each n E N, there is at least one g(n, i) E G, such that x E g( n, i). 
Thus, it is the case that if A denotes the collection of all finite sequences i= 
. 
JI,Jz,..., j, such that 
(1) x~g(i, j,) for each iEZ[l, m], and 
(2) &(j,+,)=ji for iEZ[l,m-11, 
then A is countably infinite. Further, there is some j(x, 1) in Z[O, a(l)] such that 
j(x, 1) is the first element of y for infinitely many 7~ A. Let A, = {YE A( j, = j(x, 1)). 
Then there is some j(x, 2) E Z[O, a(2)] such that j(x, 2) is the second element of 
7~ A, for infinitely many IE A,. Let A, = {YE A, 1 j, = j(x, 2)). This process may be 
continued indefinitely. Thus, we obtain an infinite sequence j(x, l), j(x, 2), . . . with 
the properties desired for each point x in X. 
Since &(j(x,i+l))=j(x,i) for each iEN/, h(i+l,j(x,i+l))ch(i,j(x,i)) 
and h(i+l, j(x, i+l))g h(i,j(x, i)). Then n;=, h(i, j(x, i))#0, and since 
lim, mesh Hi = 0, this intersection consists of exactly one point. Thus, T: X + Y 
is at least well defined. 
If x # x’ in X, then there is i such that g(i, j(x, i)) n g(i, j(x’, i)) = 0. Hence, 
h( i, j(x, i)) n h( i, j(x’, i)) = 0, T(x) f T(x’), and T is one-to-one. Suppose y E Y. As 
is the case in X, we can find an infinite sequence k(y, l), k(y, 2), . . . of integers such 
that for each i 
(3) Y E h(i, k(y, i)), and 
(4) 5i(k(y, i+ I)) = WY, 9. 
Itfollowsthaty =n:, h(i, k(y, i)) =n;:, h(i, k(y, i)),andthatny=, g(i, k(y, i)) 
consists of exactly one point x. Then g( i, j(x, i)) n g( i, k(y, i)) # 0, g( i, j(x, i)) n 
g(i, k(y, i)) f 0, and h(i, j(x, i)) n h(i, k(y, i)) # 0. Note that for each i, T(x) E 
h(i, j(x, i)) and y E h(i, k(y, i)). Since limi mesh H, = 0, T(x) = y. Thus, T is onto. 
Finally, we need to show that T is continuous. To this end, suppose that the 
sequence x, , x2, . . converges to x in X. For each iEN, there is some ZV, EIW such 
that if n 2 ZVi, x, E Up where U, = {g(i, k) E Gi Ix E g(i, k)}“. (Note that U, is a 
neighborhood of x and lim, diam U, = 0.) If V, = {h( i, k) E Hi 1 g(i, k) c Ui}*, 
then n{h(i, k)lh(i, k)c Vi}#O, since n{g(i, k)]g(i, k)c U,}#0. Further, 
lim, diam V, = 0, g(i, j(x, i)) s CJ,, and h(i, j(x, i))c vi. Then T(x)E V, and 
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g(i,j(x,, i))n ZJp#B for no 7Vi. Hence, T(x,)E h(i,j(x,, i)) and h(i, j(x,, i))n 
c # 0. Then T(x,), T(xJ, . . converges to T(x). 0 
If X is a compact metric space and C = {c(O), . . . , c(m)} is a finite cover of X 
which consists of closed, regular neighborhoods, then C is a tiling iff c(i) n c(j) c 
at(i) n at(j) for each i, j E I[O, m], i f j. (A closed neighborhood B is regular if 
B”= B.) Note that if in the previous theorem, the sequences G,, GZ, . . and 
H,,H,,... are tilings, then the induced homeomorphism T has the property that 
Tg(i, j) = h(i, j) for i E N, j E I[O, u(i)]. Further, the weak patterns & and ni are 
unique. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that S is a compact metric space and G, , G2, . . . and H, , Hz, . . . 
are sequences of tilings of X such that 
(1) for each i, G, = Gi[O, u(i)], and Hi = H,[O, u(i)]; 
(2) ifAs ILO, a(i)], then njrA di, j) # 0 ifsflj,, h(i, j) + 0; 
(3) limi mesh G, = limi mesh H, = 0; 
(4) for each i, G,+, follows the weak pattern 5, in Gi and Hi+, follows & in H,; 
(5) for each odd i, Hi+, follows the weak pattern 7i in G,; 
(6) for each even i, G,+, follows the weak pattern 7, in H,; 
(7) for each odd i, andforeach k,jEI[O, a(i+l)], q;(k)=&(j) iffh(i+l, k)“n 
g(i+l, j)‘#@; and 
(8) foreacheven i, andforeach k,jEI[O,a(i+l)], T,(k)=&(j) z&f-g(i+l, k)“n 
h(i+l, j)O#@. 
Then for each XE X, there is an infinite sequence j(x, l), j(x, 2), . . . such that for 
each i 
(9) x E g(i, j(x, i)), and 
(10) L(j(x, i-t 1)) =j(x, i). 
Further, iffor each XE X, we define T(x) =ny=, h(i, j(x, i)), then T: X+ X is a 
chaotic homeomorphism on X. 
The construction clearly induces a homeomorphism T (Theorem l), but for the 
rest, we need some lemmas first. The notation used in these lemmas has the meaning 
it was given in the statement of the theorem. In addition, we make the following 
conventions: 
(1) For convenience, let X = GJO, 0] = H,[O, 0] for each 1 E Z, Is 0. 
(2) Suppose m and n are nonnegative integers, with m 2 n. Let s( m, n) = $( n + 1) 
if both m and n are odd, and, otherwise, let s(m, n) = [$I (the greatest integer less 
than or equal to in). 
Lemma 3. If m and n are nonnegative integers with m 2 n, and if i and j E Z[O, u(m)], 
and g( m, j)‘n T”g(m, i)” # $3, then g( m, j) n T”g( m, i) is a union of sets in T”G,+,, 
andthereissomekEI[O,a(m-n)] such thatg(m,j)uT”g(m,i)sT”g(m-n,k), 
where s = s(m, n). 
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Proof. The lemma holds for n = 0. Let no= & denote the surjection that takes 
Z[O, a(l)] to Z[O,O]. Suppose n = 1. Then if m is odd, r),,_,(j)=&-,(i), 
and g(m,j) G Tg(m - 1, nm-i(j)), and g(m, i) C Tg(m - 1, C+,(i)) = 
Tg(m - 1, n,_,(j)). If m is even, both Tg(m, i) and g(m, j) are contained in 
g(m-l,&,Pl(j))=g(m-l,n,P,(i)). Further, if m is odd, Tg(m,i)ng(m,j)= 
Ug(m+l,Z)ln,(Z)=j and .$,(I) = i}“; if m is even, Tg(m, i) n g(m, j) = 
{g(m+l,Z)ln,(Z)= i and t,,,(Z) =j}*. Since s(m, 1) = 1 if m is odd, s(m, 1) =0 if m 
is even, the lemma holds for n = 1. 
Suppose the lemma is true for n’< n, m z= n’. 
Case 1: Suppose both m and n are odd. Then s(m, n) = $(n + 1). Since g(m, j)‘n 
T”g(m, i)‘#0, Tg(m- 1, ~,,-,(j))~n T”g(m-1, [,+,(i))“#O, which implies that 
T[g(m - 1, Tm_I(j))On T”-‘g(m - 1, [m~l(i))o] # 0. Let s’= s(m - 1, n - l), s = 
s(m,n). Then Tg(m-l,~~-,(j))uT”g(m-1,~,~,(i))~T(T”’g(m-l-(n-l), 
k’)) for some k’EI[O, a(m-n)]. Note that s’=i(n-1) =[in], and s=s’+l. 
Thus, g(m, j) u T”g(m, i) G T”g( m - n, k’). Likewise, g(m, j) n T”g(m, i) = 
{Tg(m+l, j’)In,(j’)=j}*n{T”g(m+l, i’)l&,(i’)=i}*, so there are i’ and j’such 
that Tg(m+l, j’)“n T”g(m+l, i’)“#0. Then g(m+l, j’)n T”-‘g(m+l, i’) is the 
nonempty union of links of TS’Gm+,+n_, = T”‘G,+,, and Tg(m+l, j’)n 
T”g(m + 1, i’) is a union of links of TS’flG,+n = T”G,,,+,. Since this is true for each 
possible i’ and j’, we have the result we wanted. 
Cuse2: Supposemisodd,niseven.Thens(m,n)=~n=[tn].Lets=s(m,n)and 
s’=s(m-l,n-1). Since g(m, _$‘n T”g(m, i)‘Z 0, Tdm - 1, vm~l(j)Y’n 
T”g(m-1, &,_,(i))‘#0. Then g(m-1, T,pl(j))on TnP1g(m-1, ~,~I(i))o#O and 
g(m-1, r)+i(j))u T”-‘g(m-1, &,p,(i))& T”‘g(m-1-(n-l), k’) for some k’E 
I[O, u(m -n)]. Note that [4( n - l)] = s - 1. Thus, g(m, j) u T”g(m, j) G 
T( T”‘g( m - n, k’)) = T”g( m - n, k’). 
As in the previous case, g(m, j) contains some Tg(m+ 1, j’) and T”g(m, i) 
contains some T”g(m + 1, i’) such that Tg(m + 1, j’)On T”g(m + 1, i’)” # 0, and 
for each such pair i’, j’, Tg(m+l, j’)n T”g(m+l, i’)= T[g(m+l, j’)n 
T”-‘g( m + 1, i’)]. Further, g( m + 1, j’) n T”-‘g( m + 1, i’) consists of a nonempty 
union of sets in T”G m+,+n-1. Thus, g(m, j) n T”g( m, i) consists of a nonempty 
union of sets in T( T”‘G,+,) = T”G,+,. 
Cases 3 and 4: These proofs are very similar to the ones just given, and we leave 
them to the reader. 0 
Lemma 4. (1) Suppose m is odd, t E 6, Z E I[O, a( m + t)], j E I[O, u(m)] and there is 
a _/kite sequence Z,, I,, . . , I, = Z such that Tg(m - 1, v,+,(j)) 2 Tg(m, IO) 2 
T’g(m+l, II) z T2g( m + 2, Z2) 2 T3g( m + 3, ZJ z T3g(m+4, ZJ3.. ‘2 
T”g(m+t,Z,), whereS=[i(t+l)]+l. Theng(m, j)‘nT”g(m+t,Z)“#0. 
(2) Suppose m is even, t E b, Z E I[O, a( m + t)], j E Z[O, u(m)], and there is a Jinite 
sequence lo, I,, . . . , Z,=Z such that g(m-l,&,~,(j))~Tg(m,Z,)=,Tg(m+l, 1,)~ 
T2g(m+2,Z,)~T2g(m+3,Z,)~T3g(m+4,Z,)~~~~~ T”g(m+t,Z), where s= 
[$t]+l. Then g(m, j)On T’g(m+t, Z)“#0. 
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(3) Suppose m is odd, n EN, t E fi, 1 E I[O, a(m + t)], i E Z[O, a(m)], and there is a 
finite sequence lo, I,, . . . , 1, = 1, such that 
T”g(m-l,5,-,(i))z T”-‘g(m, I,)? T”-‘g(m+l, I,)=, Tnm2g(m+2, 12) 
=, TflP2g(m +3,1,) 3 T”_Ig(m t4, lJ 2. . . 
r> T”-“g( m + t, I), 
where i = [it] + 1. Then T”-“g( m + t, l)On T”g( m, i)” # 0. 
(4) Suppose m is even, n EN, t E fi, 1 E I[O, a(m + t)], i E I[O, u(m)], and there is 
a jinite sequence l,, I,, . . . , 1, = 1, such that 
T”-‘g(m - 1, rlmml(i)) 2 T+‘g(m, E,) 2 T”-‘g(m + 1, 1,) 
2 T”-‘g( m + 2, 12) 2 T”-‘g( m + 3, L,) 
2 T”-’ g(m +4, 1J 2 . . .z T”-‘g(m + t, I), 
whereS=[$(t+l)]+l. Then T”-“g(m+t, l)‘n T”g(m, i)“#0. 
Proof. We will prove part (1). The proofs of the other parts are similar and are left 
to the reader. Also, Figs. 1 and 2 may help the reader understand the basic idea here. 
Since I,,_,=&,_,, g(m, j)On Tg(m, I,)“#0 and, by Lemma 3, g(m, j)n 
Tg(m,l,)containssome Tg(m+1,1~).Then&,,(1~)=l,,=~,(l,),so Tg(m+l,l&)“n 
T*g(m + 1, I,)“# 0 and, by Lemma 3, Tg(m + 1, lb) n T2g(m + 1, 1,) contains some 
Tg( m + 2,l;). Continuing this process, which is finite, and can be continued at each 
step, we obtain our result. 0 
Lemma 5. Again, let m and n be nonnegative integers with n d m. Then if i and 
jEI[O,a(m)], then g(m,j)“nT”g(m,i)“#0 ifs for some kEI[O,a(m-n)], 
g( m, j) u T”g(m, i) G T”g(m - n, k), where s = s(m, n). 
Proof. That g(m, j)‘n T”g(m, i)O# 0 implies that for some kg I[O, a(m - n)], 
g( m, j) u T”g( m, i) E T”g( m - n, k) was proven in Lemma 3, so we need only prove 
necessity. To that end, suppose that for some kE Z[O, a(m - n)], g(m, j) u 
T”g(m, i) E T”g(m - n, k). 
The lemma is obviously true if n = 0, so suppose n = 1. If m is odd, s = 1, and 
g(m,j)uTg(m,i)cTg(m-1,k); i.e., g(m,j)uh(m,i)sh(m-l,k). Since this 
means that vm_,(j) = t,,-,(i), g(m, j)O n Tg(m, i)O# 0. If m is even, s = 0, and 
g(m,j)uTg(m,i)Eg(m-1,k); i.e., g(m,j)uh(m,i)cg(m-l,k). Again, this 
means that v,_I(i) = 5,,_,(j), so g(m, j)‘n Tg(m, i)“#0. 
Thus, the lemma is true for n = 1, m 2 1. Suppose that it is true for each n’ < n, 
man’. 
Case 1 (see Fig. 1): Suppose m- I=- n and both m and n are odd. Now 
s=[$n]+l. Since g(m,j)uT”g(m,i)~T’g(m-n,k), Tg(m-l,v,-,(j))u 
T”g(m-1, L-,(i)) G T”g(m - n, k), and g(m - 1, 7k,(j)) u 
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6-5 TG,,, -5 T’G,,,-, T’G,,,-, PC,,-, T5G,,-, 
f t 
6, -4 TG+,,-, TZG,,,_4 T3G,,,m4 T+'G,,,-q T'G ,,,_ 4 
r T 
6, -i TG,,, -3 +A-, T’G,,,-, T4G,,,-x T5G,,-, 
f 
G,,,-2 TG,,, -2 T'G,,,_, T3G,,,mz T4G,,,-z T'G,,r-z 
t 7 
G,,, I TG,,, - , T'G,,,-, T'G,,,-, T4G,,,_, T'G ,,I_, 
f f 7 t 
G,,, TG,,, T’G,,, T3 6, T4 C, T’ G,,, 
7 t 7 ty r 
G rn + I TG,,,., T2G,+, T’Gw+, T“G,n+, T5G+, 
t t f t 7 
G ,,i+* TG,,,,, T2G,,+, T’G,,>+, T4G,+, T’%+, 
7 t 7 t t 
G ,,,+3 TG,,,,, T’G,,,,, T3Gm+3 T4C,+, T’Gm+, 
t f f f 
G 1,1+4 TG,,,,, T’G,,,,, T’G,+, T4G,,r+, T’G,n+, 
7 t 
G I,?+5 TG,,,,, T’G,+, TX Gn,+, T4G,,,+, T’Gn+, 
Fig. 1. m odd, n odd, n=5, s=(n+1)/2=3. 
Fig. 2. m even, n odd, n = 5, s = (n - 1)/2. 
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T”-‘g(m-1, &_l(i))S T”-‘g(m -n, k). Now s- 1 =s(m -1, n-l), since [$n]+ 
l=$(n-l)+l=s and s-l=$(n-1). Thus, Tg(m - 1, 5%,(j)Yn 
T”g(m - 1, 5,,-l(i))0f0, and Tg(m - 1, nm_,(j)) n T”g(m - 1, &,_l(i)) is the non- 
empty union of some sets in T”G,,,+,_2. 
Suppose ZE Z[O, a(m+n-2)] such that T”g(m+n -2, Z)z Tg(m- 1, q,_i(j))n 
T”g(m-l,&,_,(i)). Note that if s=[$(n-l)]+l=s and t=n-2, then since 
T’g(m + n -2, Z) G Tg( m - 1, n,-,(j)), the finite sequence lo, I,, . . . , Z, = Z required 
in Lemma 4 must exist, and it follows that g( m, j)‘n T”g( m + n - 2, I)“# 0. Further, 
itmustbethecasethatforsomeZ’,T”~’g(m+n-l,Z’)~g(m, j)nT”g(m+n-2,Z). 
(This is because TSP’ G,+,_, refines both TSG,,,tn-2 and G,.) 
Since T”‘g(m+n-1, Z’)L T”g(m-1, ..$,-l(i)), and letting s=[i(n-l)]+l, t= 
n-l, we can apply Lemma 4, part (3), for n-S=n-t(n-l)-l=i(n-l)=s-1. 
Thus, the finite sequence I,, . . . , I, = Z must exist and T”-‘g( m + n - 1, Z’), n 
T”g(m, i)‘# 0. It follows that g(m, j)‘n T”g(m, i)‘# 0. 
Case 2: Suppose m 2 n, m is odd, n is even. Then s = [$t] =in. Since 
g( m, j) u T”g( m, i) E T”g( m - n, k), Tg(m - 1, rlmPl(j)) u T”g(m - 1, LPI(i)) G 
T”g(m-n, k), and g(m-1, ~,,~,(j))u T”-‘g(m-1, &ml(i))G T”-‘g(m-n, k). 
Now s-l=s(m-l,n-l), since s-l=+n-l=+(n-2) and [t(n-l)]=t(n-2). 
Thus, g(m-1, vmp,(j))‘n TnP1g(m-1, &,_,(i))‘#@ and Tg(m-1, v,,_,(j))n 
T”g(m - 1, &,_,(i)) is the nonempty union of some sets in TSGn+m--2. 
Suppose Z~Z[O,a(mtn-2)] and T”g(m+n-2,Z)sTg(m-l,v,_,(j))n 
T”g(m - 1, &,_l(i)). We may apply Lemma 4, part (l), again, to conclude that 
g(m, j)O n T”g( m + n - 2, I)” # 0. Then there is some Z’E Z[O, a( m + n - l)] such that 
T”g(m+n-l,Z’)cg(m,j)nT”g(m+n-2,Z). 
Since T”g( m + n - 1, I’) E T”g( m - 1, n,-i( i)) and applying Lemma 4, part (3), 
T”g(m + n - 1, Z’)‘n T”g(m, i)” # 0. It follows that g(m, j)“n T”g(m, i)” # 0. 
Cases 3 and 4: Suppose m is even and n is either odd or even. These proofs are 
similar to the preceding, and we leave them to the reader. 0 
Figure 2 illustrates the situation for m even, n odd. 
Lemma 6. If (in):_= is a bisequence each member of which is an element of 
Z[O, a(m)], then fir=-, T”“g(m, in) + 0. 
Proof. Let s = s(m, m). Then T”g(2m, i(0, 1)) c g(m, iO) n T”g(m, i,) for some 
i(0, 1) E Z[O, a(2m)] and T”g(Zm, i(-1,O)) E g(m, iLI) A T”g(m, iO) for some 
i(-~,O)E Z[O, a(2m)]. It follows that T’-“g(2m, i(-1,O))u T’g(2m, i(0, 1)) c 
g(m, iO) and g(2m, i(-1,O)) u T”g(2 m, i(0, 1)) G Tm-‘g(m, iO). Now since s = [fm], 
if m is even, and [$m] + 1, if m is odd, m -s = s(2m, m), and g(2m, i(-1, 0)) n 
T”g(2m, i(0, 1)) is a nonempty union of sets in TmPsG3,,,. Choose i(-l,O, 1)~ 
Z[O, a(3m)] such that T”-“g(3m, i(-l,O, 1)) E g(2m, i(-1,O)) n T”g(2m, i(0, 1)). 
Similarly, there are i(l,2) E Z[O, a(2m)] and i(0, 1,2) E Z[O, a(3m)] such that 
TmP”g(3m, i(0, 1,2)) c g(2m, i(0, 1)) n T”g(2m, i(l,2)) and T’g(2m, i(l,2)) E 
g( m, i,) n T”g(m, i2). (Note that this means that T”+“g(2m, i( 1,2)) s T”g( m, i,) n 
T2”g(m, i2) and T”g(3m, i(0, 1,2)) c T”g(2m, i(0, 1)) n T”+“g(2m, i(l,2)).) 
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Then g(3m, i(-l,O, 1)) u T”g(3m, i(0, 1,2)) G T”g(%m, i(0, 1)). Since s(3m, m) = 
s, g(3m, i(-l,O, 1)) n T”g(3m, i(0, 1,2)) is a nonempty union of sets in T’G4,. 
Choose i(-l,O, 1,2) E I[O, a(4m)] such that T”g(4m, i(-l,O, 1,2)) c 
g(3m, i(-l,O, 1)) n T”g(3m, i(0, 1,2)). Similarly, there are i(-2, -l,O, 1) E 
I[O, a(4m)], i(-2, -1,0) E I[O, a(3m)], and i(-2, -1) E Z[O, a(2m)] such that 
T”g(4m, i(-2, -1, 0, 1)) E g(3 m, i(-2, -1, 0))n T”g(3m, i(-1, 0, 1)); Tmp‘g(3m, 
i(-2, -1, 0))~ g(2m, i(-2, -l))n T”g(2m, i(-1,O)); and T”g(2m, i(-2, -1))~ 
g(m, i_,)n T”g(m, ik,). Then g(4m, i(-2, -1, 0, 1))~ T”g(4m, i(-1, 0, 1, 2))~ 
T”-“g(3m, i(-1, 0, l)), and since m-s= s(4m, m), g(4m, i(-2, -1, 0, l))n 
T”g(4m, i(-1, 0, 1, 2)) is a nonempty union of sets in Tm-sGsm. 
Continuing the inductive process begun above, we obtain for each n Z= 1, bisequen- 
ces { i( t, t + 1,. . . , t + n - l)}zpa; of members of I[O, a( mn)] such that 
(1) for n=l, i(t)=i, for tEZ; 
(2) for n>l, n even, T’g(mn, i(t, t+l,..., t+n-l))cg((n-l)m, i(t ,..., t+ 
n-2))nT”g((n-l)m, i(t+l,...,t+n-1)); and 
(3) for n>l, n odd, Tm-‘g(mn, i(t ,..., t+n-l))cg((n-l)m, i(t ,..., t+n- 
2))nT”g((n-l)m, i(t+l,..., t+n-1)). 
Hence, for r~i, g(m(2r+l), i(-r ,..., r))G T”-“g(2rm, i(-r ,..., r-1))n 
T”g(2rm, i(-r-t 1,. . . , r))cTpmg((2r-l)m, i(-r,...,r-2))ng((2r-l)m, i(-r+ 
1 . . 7 r-1))n T”g((2r-l)m, i(-r+2 ,..., r))c Tp2”+“g((2r-2)m, i(-r,. . . , r- 
3;;n T-“+“g((2r-2)m, i(-r-t 1,. . . , r-2))n T’g((2r-2)m, i(-r+2,. . . , r- 
1))n T”+‘g((2r-2)m, i(-r+3,. . . , r))c.. +sn:=_, T”‘g(m, ij). It follows that 
l-l,?=_, T”‘g(m, 4) # 0. 0 
Lemma 7. If m EN, i E I[O, u(m)], there is some point x E ny=:=, T”“g( m, i) such 
that T”(x) =x. 
Proof. Let s = s(m, m). Then s =i(m + 1) if m is odd and s = irn if m is even. 
Further, if rEN, s(2rm, m)=m-s and s((2r+l)m, m)=s. Let i=i,. 
From Lemma 5, it follows that for some i2 E I[O, u(2m)], T”g(2m, i2) c g( m, i,) n 
T”g(m, i,). Then g(2m, i2) c Tp”g( m, i,) n T “-‘g(m, i,), which implies that g(2m, 
i2) u T”g(2m, i2) s T *-“g( m, i,). Applying Lemma 5 again, there is some i, E Z[O, 
u(3m)] such that T mpSg(3m, ix) c g(2m, i2) n T”g(2m, i2) E T-‘g( m, i,) n T”-‘g( m, 
i,) n TZmpr g(m, i,). Thus, g(3m, i,)u T”g(3m, i3)s T”g(2m, i2) and there is some 
i4E I[O, u(4m)] such that T‘g(4m, id) L g(3m, ix) n T”g(3m, ix) c T’-“g(2m, i2) n 
T”g(2m, i2) n T mtg(2m, iz) E Tp”g(m, il) n g( m, i,) n T”g(m, i,) n T2”g( m, i,). 
Continuing this process, we obtain an infinite sequence i, , i2, . . . such that for j E N 
(1) 4 E I[O, 4Ml; 
(2) T”dW, i2,) s s(W- 11, i2jp,) n T”g( m(2j - l), i2,p1) G fl:=_, 
T “kmg(m(2j-2), i2jp2) C. + * E n;__j+, Tkmg(m, i,); and 
(3) T”-“g((2j- l)m, i2jpl)c g((2j-2)m, i2j_2)n T”g((2j-2)m, iz,_2)c. . .C 
n;_j+2 TkmeSg(m, i,). 
It follows that n,?=_m T”‘g(m, i,) zn,?=_, T”‘+“g(2m, i2) zn,?=-, Tm’g(3m, 
i3)z.. . . Since n;“=-, T”‘g(rm, i,) # 0 for r E N, there is exactly one x such that 
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x E n;‘__, T”‘g(rm, i,) for each odd r E N. Then T”(x) in,?=_, T”‘g(rm, i,) for 
each odd r, too, and T”(x) =x. 0 
Lemma 8. If u and v are nonempty open sets in X, then there is some m such that 
T”(u) n v # (3. Thus, T is transitive. 
Proof. There is some m such that for some i and Jo Z[O, a(m)], g(m, i) G u and 
g(m, j)sv. Since T”g(m, i)“ng(m, j)‘#@ (Lemma 5), T”unv#(d. 0 
Lemma 9. The homeomorphism T is sensitively dependent on initial conditions. 
Proof. Suppose x E X and u is an open subset of X containing x. Further, suppose 
v is a nonempty open set of X. There are m EN, i and jE Z[O, a(m)], such that 
x E g(m, i) c u and g( m, j) c v. Then by the previous lemma, T”g( m, i)On g( m, 
j)' f 0, so T”u n v f 0. But also, by Lemma 7, there is some X’E g(m, i) such that 
T”(x’) = x’. Sensitive dependence on initial conditions now follows easily. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. From Lemma 7 it follows that T admits a dense set of periodic 
points. Transitivity and sensitive dependence on initial conditions follow from 
Lemmas 8 and 9. Hence, T must be chaotic. q 
2. Pseudoarcs and chaotic homeomorphisms 
The following is a background theorem, stated in slightly different form from a 
paper of Oversteegen and Tymchatyn [30]. 
Theorem OT. Let X be a hereditarily indecomposable compactum and let I/ = 
U[m, n] ={u(m), . . . , u(n)} be an open taut essential chain cover of X. Let 
y : Z[ m’, n’] + Z[ m, n] be a pattern on U. Then there exists an open taut essential chain 
cover V = V[m’, n’] of X such that V follows the pattern f in U. Further, if X~E 
u(m)-{u(i) i#m}*=i(u(m), U) and y(m’)=m, wecan construct the cover Vso 
that x0 E i( v( m’), V). 
Lemma 10. Suppose that U = U[ m, n] = {u(m), . . . , u(n)} is a chain and tiling in the 
plane such that U” is homeomorphic to a disk, the links of U consist offinite unions 
of disjoint copies of disks, andfor iE Z[m, n-l], au(i)nau(i+l) is a disjoint union 
of intervals. Let f: Z[m’, n’] + Z[ m, n] be a pattern on U. Then there exists a chain 
and tiling V = V[ m’, n’] such that 
( 1) Vfollows f in U; 
(2) v* C (u*)“; 
(3) V is properly covered by U; 
(4) V” is homeomorphic to a disk; and 
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(5) the links of V consist qfjinite unions of disjoint copies of disks. 
Further, 
(6) if xOE u(m)O and f(m’) = m, V may be chosen so that X~E v(m’)O, and 
(7) we may assume thatforjE Z[m’, n’-11, av(j)nav(j+ 1) is a disjoint union of 
intervals. 
Proof. This is, of course, nothing more than a modification of Theorem OT. It is 
not difficult to believe, first of all, that the open taut essential chain covers of the 
hereditarily indecomposable compactum X may be replaced by chains and tilings 
in R2 in Theorem OT. (The proof in [30] goes through for this case.) Second, if U 
is a chain and tiling in the plane with U” homeomorphic to a disk, then there is a 
pseudoarc P contained in (-Cl*)’ and essentially covered by U. If U’= 
{u(i)nPliEZ[ m, n]}, then Ii’ is a chain cover of P and U’ is also a tiling. Apply 
the modified Theorem OT to obtain the chain cover and tiling V’ of P such that 
V’ follows f in U’. Finally, by “fattening” the links of V’, one can obtain the chain 
and tiling V with the desired properties. 0 
Suppose i E Z[O, n]. Consider the collection of all possible (n + 1)-element sequen- 
ces (i= iO, i,, . . . , i,) such that 
(1) for k>O, lik-i,I=l for some j<k, 
(2) for k>O, &&{i,,,.. . , ik- ,}, and 
(3) i, E (0, n1. 
Clearly, this collection is finite. Let 2 denote this collection. We will call the 
elements of 2 Lewis sequences. Now for each i = (i(,, i, , . . . , i,) E 2, form the Lewis+ 
sequenceLasfollows: Letj,= i,,j, = i,. Ifliz- i,l= l,letjz= i,.Otherwise, Ii?- i,I = 2, 
and j, = i,,, j, = i,. In general, at the mth step, 2s m c n, having already obtained 
(j0, jr, . . , j,) for ( iO, i, , . . . , imp,), consider i,. Since 
(4) 16, i,,. . . , i,_,} is some integer interval Z[a, b] contained in Z[O, n] and 
i, E Z[O, n] - Z[a, b] such that i, = b+ 1 or i, = a - 1, and 
(5) j, is either a or b, 
we put 
(i) (j,, j,+r , . . ., j,+Ch_aI+,)=(b, b-l, b-2,. . . , b-(b-a)-1) ifj,=b, i,,,= 
U-l; 
(ii) j,,, = i, if j, = b, i, = b+ 1; 
(iii) (j,, j,+, , . . . , j,+~b_a~+,)=(a,a+l ,..., a+(b-a)+l) if j,=a, i,,=b+l; 
and 
(iv) j,+,=im ifj,=a, i,=a-1. 
Let 5? = {L I L is a Lewis+ sequence on Z[O, n]}. Note that each L E 3 induces a 
light pattern on Z[O, n] as follows: 
Suppose L = ( jO, . . . , j,,) E 9. Define fL: Z[O, tJ + Z[O, n] by fL( i) = j, for i E 
Z[O, tJ. Also, for iEZ[O,n], let 9Yi={L~6p]L=(j, ,..., j,) and j,=i}. 
Suppose that 5: Z[a, b] + Z[O, n] is a pattern. If LE 3;, jE t-‘(i), and there are 
patterns /3 : Z[a, 26 -j] + Z[O, tc], and Q : Z[a, 2b -j] + Z[a, b] such that fLp = &, 
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then we will say that 5 is L-compatible and 5 induces the associated Lewis sequence 
L’. 
Finally, suppose 9 = {L, , . . . , L,} denotes the collection of Lewis+ sequences on 
ILO, nl- If L, = (jo,.. . , .A), let Lp = Li if j, = 0; otherwise let Lp= 
(jO,. . . , j,, n - 1, n - 2, . . , 0). Then the collection 9’ = { LT, . . . , Lo,} will be called 
the collection of Lewis-O sequences on I[O, n]. 
Lemma 11. Zf[:Z[a, b]+Z[O, n] isapattern, andiE Z[O, n], then thereissomeLEzi 
such that 5 is L-compatible. 
Proof. Choose j E t-‘(i), and consider (l(j), [(j + l), . . . , t(b), .$( b - l), . . , &(a)). 
Next choose a subsequence L” as follows: 
(1) i,=i=[(j), 
(2) for k > 0, ik+, is the first member of (t(j), . . . , t(b), . . . , [(a)) not in 
{ iO, . . , &}. 
Then (i,,, . . . , i,) is a Lewis sequence i, and it induces the Lewis+ sequence L = 
(j0,. . . , .A,). 
Perform the following: 
(3) i is a subsequence (jv(,,, . . . , j,,(,,) of L such that ~(0) = 0, v(n) = tL; and 
for l E ILO, nl, j,,f, is the first member of L that is equal to i,. 
(4) Note that L” is also a subsequence of E = (c(j), . . . , c(b), . . . , .$(a)): Let 
{u’(O), . . . , a’(n)} denote that subsequence of E such that v’(O) is the first element 
c(j) of E, and thereafter a’( I) is the first element of E not in the set {a’(O), . . . , a’( I - 
1)). (Then (T’( 1) = i,.) 
(5) Next, let (Qo,. . . , Q,,) denote the sequence of subsequences of E defined as 
follows: (0) Q0 is that subsequence of E that begins with t(j) = (T’(O), ends with 
a’(l), and contains each member of E between v’(O) and (~‘(1). (1) Q, is that 
subsequence of E that begins with v’(l), ends with g’(2), and contains each member 
of E between (~‘(1) and u’(2), . . . . Continue this process, obtaining finally: (n) Q,, 
is that subsequence of E that begins with r’(n), ends with [(a), and contains each 
member of E between v’(n) and [(a). 
(6) Define e:Z[a, b+(b-j)]+I[a, b] by 
@(a + I) = 
{ 
j+l for 1 E I[O, b -j], 
b-(l-(b-j)) for ZEI[b-j, 2b-j-a]. 
(7) Finally, define p : Z[a, b + (b -j)] + Z[O, tJ as follows: 
For kE Z[a, b+(b-j)], [(e(k)) is the (k-a)th member of the sequence E = 
(5(j), . . . ,5(b), . . . , [(a)). In turn, there is a greatest k’E Z[O, n] such that a’(k’) 
precedes or is equal to ((Q(k)) in I?. Thus, c(e( k)) is a member of the sequence 
Qw. Now, there is some IE I[O, n] such that cT’(k’) = i;= jmC,,,, and 
{j0, . . . , .&k,), . . . , &k,+lj-J = ti0, 4, . . . , i;}. Further, there is some last q (which 
will be in I[O, a(k’)]) such that {j,, j,,, , . . . , jc(kS+,)--l} = {i,,, i,, . . . , i;}; and some 
j, is the unique member of ( jy, . . . , jm(kS+,J_-l) that is equal to [(e(k)). Then P(k) = I. 
There remains some 
to the reader. 
However, finally we 
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rather straightforward checking to be done, which we leave 
conclude that (1) p is a surjection, (2) p is a pattern, (3) Q 
is a pattern, and (4) fLp = &. 0 
Suppose that G = G[O, n] is a chain and tiling in the plane, and that 
(1) G” is homeomorphic to a disk; and 
(2) the links in G are disjoint unions of copies of disks. 
Suppose A: I + (G*)’ is an arc, with A(0) E g(i)” and A(I) n g(k)” # 0 for each 
k E I[O, n]. 
Further, assume that A may be partitioned as follows: There is an increasing 
finite sequence 0 = (Ye, . . . , (Y,~ = 1 such that for i E I[ 1, s], 
(3) A[cI_~, cq] is contained in one link g of G and A(cu,_, , ai) s g”, and 
(4) A[ai-r, ai1 and ALa,, a,+,1 are in adjacent, but not the same, links of G. 
Then A induces a Lewis sequence L as follows: 
Suppose that for i E 1[1, s], ai is that member of I[O, n] such that g(al) 2 
A[cx_~, a,]. Then (a,, a,, . . . , a,) is a sequence from which we choose the sub- 
sequence (i,, . . . , i,) as follows: 
(1) al=&, 
(2) i, is the first member of (a,, . . . , a,) not in the set { iO}, 
(n) i, is the first member of (a,, . . . , a,) not in the set { iO, i,, . . , i,_,}. 
We will say that such an arc A is L-compatible. 
Lemma 12. Suppose G = G[O, n] is a chain and tiling in the plane such that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
G” is homeomorphic to a disk; 
the links in G are finite disjoint unions of copies of disks; 
D is an open set contained in the link g(F) of G; 
A: I + (G*)O is an arc with A(0) E D; 
A( I) = Ul=, A[ CI_~, q] such that 
(a) O=(Y,<(Y~<..*<(Y,, 
(b) each A[n,_, , ai] is contained in one link of G with A(a,_, , a,) contained 
(6) 
(7) 
in the interior of that link, and 
(c) A[cI-~, a,] and A[@;, ai+,] are in adjacent, but not the same links of G. 
5: I[O, m] + I[O, n] is a pattern; and 
there is a Lewis sequence L’ whose first member is i’ such that both 5 and A 
are L-compatible. 
Then there are a chain and tiling V = V[O, m’] in theplane, andpatterns Q : I[O, m’] + 
I[O, m], p : I[O, m’] + Z[O, tJ such that 
(8) V*s G”’ and V” is homeomorphic to a disk; 
(9) the links of V are finite disjoint unions of disks; 
(10) Vfollows fLp = &I in V; and 
(11) u(O)‘nD#p). 
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Proof. First, there is an embedding a : I x I + (G*)” with 
(1) A((01 x I) c D; 
(2) A(1 x I) =u;=, A([CI_,, Czi] x I); 
(3) each A([a,_, , ai] x I) is contained in one link of G; and 
~ (4) if &[aiPl, CX#] x I) c g(j), then ag( j) n a([cz-, , ai] x I) = a({,,-,} x I) u 
A({ail x 1). 
Suppose L’= (io, . . . , i,) and L = (jo, . . . , j,,). There is a subsequence 
(a V(O)? %(I), . . . , %(?I) ) of (a,, . . . , as) such that 
(5) a(O) = 0, and 
(6) for i > 0, a(i) is the first member of (a,, . . . , a,) such that for some I E I[O, n], 
A([+,, a,(i)+1 ]xI)~_g(l), but if k<v(i), then A([crk, (Y~+~]x Z)r~g(l). 
There is some j E l-‘(2) with respect to which 5 is L-compatible. 
Define p:I[O,2m-j]+Z[O,t,] by e(l)= I+1 for l~Z[O,2m-j], and e(r)= 
2m-l-j for 1C I(m-j, 2m-j]. Let m’=2m-j. 
We wish to apply, inductively, Lemma 10: 
(7) Since A, = A([O, a,] x I) c g( i”,, and &I{O} is a pattern on g( i”)n 
a([O, a,] x I), there exists a tiling and chain V, = V,[O, 0] in A, such that V, follows 
the pattern &I I(O) in {g’( 1, i”,} = {g( L) n a([O, a,] x I)} = 6,. 
(8) Let A2 = A([,, , CX,~~,_,] x I), and 
Some integer interval I[O, r2] c I[O, m’] has the property that Q(I[O, r2]) c {i,, i,} 
but 5e(W, r2+ 11) g {io, 41. Then 5e 1 ILL r21 is a pattern on 6, and there exists a 
tiling and chain Vz = V,[ 1, r2] in A2 such that V, follows the pattern 5~ 1 I[ 1, rJ in 
6,. Further, V, may be chosen so that V, u V2 = {u( 1, 0), ~(2, l), . . , ~(2, r2)} is a 
tiling and chain in A, u AZ that follows &I I I[O, r2] in the chain {g( io), g( i,)} (see 
Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. Construction, Lemma 11, simple example: 5 = ((0, O), (1, l), (2, 2), (3, I), (4,2), (5, 3)}, i, = 2, 
i, = 1, ix = 3, i, = 0, &, =hP = {(O, 2), (1, I), (2,2), (3,3), (4,2), (5, I), (6,O)I. 
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(9) At the inductive step, having constructed the tiling and chain V, u V, u . * * u 
V,_,={v(l,O), ~(2, l),.. . , v(q-1, r_,)} in A,u.. .uA,_,=A([O, a,(,)_,]xZ) 
that follows the pattern &IZ[O, r,_,] in the chain {g(i,), g(i,), . . . , g(i_J}, let 
A, = A([,,,,,, ~y)+,l x 1) and G~={g(l)~l~{i~,...,i,_,} and g(Z) = 
{g(Z) n &%,,> %(Y-tl)~l ] x I)}. (Define a( n + 1) = s + 1.) Some integer interval 
Z[O, r4] has the property that (i) &(Z[O, r,]) c {i,,, . . . , iqdl}, but &(Z[O, rq+ 11) g 
{iO ,..., iqPl} or (ii) r,=m’. Then &IZ[r,_,+l, r9] is a pattern on 6, and there 
exists a tiling and chain V, = V,[ ‘;r_, + 1, rq] in A, such that V, follows .$Q /Z[ rq-, + 
1, r,] in G,. Further, V, may be chosen so that lJQ_, V,={v(l, 0), 
o(2, I), . . . , v(q, rq)} is a tiling and chain in Us=, A, that follows the pattern 
.$I Z[O, r4] in the chain {g(i,), g(i,), . . . , g(i,-,)}. (Links are not listed in order in 
this subchain on G.) 
This process will end after n + 1 steps. For 1 E Z[O, m’], let v(l) = u(q, 1) where 
v(q, 1) is the Zth link in the chain lJ:z: V,. Thus, V = V[O, rn’] is the chain I_);:: V,, 
and V follows @ in G. Further, with careful choosing, we may assume that V 
satisfies conditions (8) and (9) of the statement of the lemma. The existence of the 
pattern /? : Z[O, m’] + Z[O, tJ such that j”p = & follows from Lemma 11. 0 
Lemma 13. Suppose that F > 0, G = G[O, n] and H = H[O, n] are tilings and chains 
in the plane with 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
Proof. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
H* c G*; 
G* and H* are both homeomorphic to a disk; 
each link in G or H is a jinite union of disjoint copies of disks; and 
g(O)“n h(O)“# @. 
Then there exist chains and tilings G’= G’[O, n’] and H’= H’[O, n’] such that 
H’ is crooked in H and H’ reJnes G; 
if 5 is the pattern that H’ follows in H, then G’ follows 5 in G; 
h’(O)O n g’(O)O # 0; 
if 7 is the pattern that H’ follows in G, and i, jE Z[O, m] with v(i) = c(j), 
then g’( j)O n h’(i)” # 0; 
mesh H’c F; 
each link of H’ or G’ is a$nite union of disjoint copies of disks; 
H” 2 H’” I> G’“; and 
H’” and G’* are both homeomorphic to a disk. 
There exists a chain and tiling D = D[O, a] such that 
D follows the pattern 5’ in H and the pattern 7’ in G; 
d(0) E g(O)“n h(O)“; 
mesh DC F; 
D* is homeomorphic to a disk; 
each link of D is homeomorphic to a disk; 
D is crooked in H; and 
both G and H properly cover D. 
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Next, find a pseudoarc P that is essentially covered 
IL,, . . . , L,}, the set of all Lewis-O sequences on I[O, a]. 
sequence on I[O, n], then some fL, from the collection 
by D, and consider Z= 
(Note that if i is a Lewis 
VL, 9 . . . 3 fL,} of patterns 
associated with 2 is compatible with L. Note this is a slightly different usage of 
notation than previously, in that fL, denotes the pattern induced by the Lewis-O 
sequence Li. (Thus, fL, (tL,) = 0.) However, Lemma 12 still holds, with appropriate 
modifications.) Then divide P into (Y compacta {P,, . . . , P,} such that for i, j E 
I[13 aI 
(8) P,nPi+,=dpPindpPi+, (i<a); 
(9) PinP,#e) iff Ii-jlG1; 
(10) Pi is essentially covered by D, and 
(11) c?,P,G d(O)“. 
For each Li and for the associated pattern fL, : I[O, tL,] + I[O, a], Lemma 10 then 
gives the existence of a chain and tiling v. = K[O, tr,] such that 
(12) VT is homeomorphic to a disk; 
(13) Vi essentially covers Pi; 
(14) each link of Vi is homeomorphic to a finite disjoint union of disks; and 
(15) V, follows fL, in I-I. (Figure 4 may help in understanding this.) 
Next we need to “split” each vi: Consider the pattern pi: I[O, 2tL,] + [0, rL,] 
defined by 
Pz(U = (:IL, -I z:: :: :;:;,‘>i:,,. 7 
There exists a chain and tiling Vi = Vi[O, 2tL,] such that 
(16) Vi essentially covers Pi; 
(17) Vi follows /3, in V,; 
(18) if i> 1, u’(i, 0) zapPi nd,Pi-,; and 
(19) if i < a, v’( i, 2tL,) 2 d,P, n dpPt+, . 
d(0) d(l) d(2) d (3) 
1 \-_____~--------~----,,_,r,~,;__S 
I I 
-l-m.. I”. 4+,-l 
_ _ - - -- 
I I 
Fig. 4. Construction, (12)-(21) of Lemma 12 (simplified for obvious reasons). 
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Now, this all may be done so that 
(20) Vi* is homeomorphic to a disk; and 
(21) each link of Vi is homeomorphic to a finite disjoint union of disks. 
Consider the collection 55’ of all maximal subchains of members of {Vi, . . . , V&} 
that are contained in some one link of D; i.e., if i E I[ 1, (~1, then V{[c, d] E % (c s d, 
c and d in 1[0,2t,!]) iff 
(22) (Vl[c, d])* G d(j) for some j; 
(23) u’(i, c - 1) P d(j) or c = 0; and 
(24) v’(d+l)gd(j) or d=2t,. 
Since % is finite, there is some number y such that 1 Vi[ c, d]l s y for each Vi[ c, d] E %. 
We may easily divide one link in some V:[c, d] to make more links and thereby 
turn Vi[c, d] into a chain with as many links as desired. Let us do this then, and 
assume that the resulting maximal subchains, which (abusing notation) we will still 
call V:[c, d], Vi, and %‘, have 
(25) exactly y links if the original v’( i, c - 1) and u’(i, d + 1) are not contained 
in the same link of 0, or c = 0, or d = 2tL,; 
(26) exactly 2 y links if c > 0, d < 2t,, and the original v’( i, c - 1) and original 
u’(i, d + 1) are contained in the same link of D. 
This will, of course, require renumbering our chains Vi, for they will no longer 
each have 2t, + 1 links. Let us assume that Vi = VI[O, IQ]. As before, +Z will denote 
the collection of all subchains maximal with respect to being contained in some one 
link of D and some one chain in {Vi, . . . , Vh}. 
Finally, we are ready to construct the chain H’, for H’ is going to be an 
amalgamation of (the updated) {Vi , . . . , Vh}. Construct H’ as follows: Suppose 
j E I[O, a]. Let K, = { V:,[c,, , d,,], V:JC,~, d,,], . . , V:,[ci,, di,]} denote all members of 
% contained in d(j). Now H’ will follow a monotone pattern in D. Note that K, 
may be partitioned into four disjoint subcollections K,, , K,, K,, and K,l as follows: 
(27) K,, will denote all subchains V:,[ c,~, di,] in K, such that 0 <j < a, v’( ik, ci, - 
l)sd(j-1), or cil=O, and ~‘(i~,d,,+l)cd(j+l). 
(28) f& will denote all subchains V:I[ci,, di,] in K, such that O< j < a, v’( ik, ci, - 
1)~d(j+1),andu’(ik,di,+1)~d(j-1)ordi,=R,,(forsomet). 
(29) Kj, will denote all subchains Vi,[ ci,, di,] in K, such that 0 <j, and v’( ik, ci, - 
l)uv’(i,,d,,+l)~d(j-1). 
(30) Kj~ will denote all subchains V:r[~ik, di,] in K, such that v’(&, ci, - 1) u 
v’(i,,d,,+l)cd(j+l) and j<a. 
Note that each member of K,, and K,, has y links while each member of K, and 
K, has 2y links. 
The first link of H’ contained in d(j) will be the union of the following collection 
of links: 
(31) the first link of each chain in K,, , 
(32) the last link of each chain in KJL, 
(33) the first and last links of each chain in K,, and 
(34) the yth and (y+ 1)th links of each chain in K,d. 
The second link of H’ contained in d(j) will be the union of the following collection 
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of links: 
(35) the second link of each chain in K,, , 
(36) the (y - 1)th link of each chain in K,, 
(37) the second and (2y- 1)th links of each chain K,, and 
(38) the ( y - 1)th and ( y - 2)th links of each chain in K,. 
This process can be continued, forming a y-link subchain of H’ in d(j). Then 
H’= H’[O, ?(a + 1) - l] and H’ follows some monotone pattern p in D. Then H’ 
follows [‘p in H and v’p in G. Let [‘p = 5 and v’p = 17. Further, H’ has the other 
properties required. Let n’ = y( a + 1) - 1. 
It is then time to construct G’. We begin by choosing an arc A in (H’*)O with 
the following properties: 
(39) There are (n’+ l)* arcs ti = {A( i, j) 1 (i, j) E I[O, n’] x I[O, n’]} such that &* = 
A and A( i, j) n A( i’, j’) # 0 iff A( i, j) n A( i’, j’) consists of exactly one point. 
(40) If A(i, j) denotes the embedding of I into (H’*)’ whose image is A(i, j), 
then A( i, j)(O) E h’(O)“. 
(41) For each (i, j)~ (I[O, n’)]‘, kE Z[l, CX], 1~ I[O, Q], A(i, j)n u’(k, l)“#0. 
Further, A( i, j) n dv’( k, I) is finite. 
(42) There is a copy of A x [0, l] contained in (H’*)O. Let 13 : A x [0, l] + (H’*)’ 
denote this embedding, with B(A x (0)) = A. 
(43) For (i, j) E (I[O, r~‘])~, A( i, j) is the embedding 0 1 (A( i, j) x I) and 8(A( i, j) x 
W) = A(& 8. 
(44) .4(i, j)({A(i, j)(O)} X I) E h’(O)“. 
(45) For i E I[O, n’], 8(A x I) n h’(i) consists of a finite union of a disjoint collec- 
tion of copies of disks, x E An dh’( i) iff 8((x) x [0, 11) s ah’(i), and x E An ah’(i) 
iff e({x}x[O, l])ndh’(i)#0. 
For (i, j) E (I[O, n’])*, choose the chain and tiling Gij, as follows: 
Let e(A(i, j) X I) = B( i, j) for appropriate (i, j). 
If n(i) = t(j), then h’(i) G g( v( i)) and there is an arc B from (h’(i) n B( i, j))’ to 
(h’(0))’ which is contained in B( i, j)O and intersects the interior of each link of each 
Vi. Now B induces some Lewis sequence (io, . . . , i,) on I[O, n] according to the 
way it “sits” in G[O, n], and some V, follows fLk, the associated Lewis-O pattern 
on I[O, a] which induces ( io, . . . , i,). Then V; follows~& in D. Applying Lemma 
12, there is a chain and tiling Gfi,j, such that G;‘l,j, has the following properties: 
(46) G;:,,, follows [‘fLIPk in G. 
(47) G;::,, is homeomorphic to a disk, and G;:T,,c B(i, j). 
(48) Each link of Gyi,j, is a finite union of disjoint copies of disks. 
(49) The fLlth link of Grl,j,, g”((i, j), fLl), intersects the interior of h’(i). 
Now to get G,,,,, from GT,,j,, first define g( (i, j), t) = {g”(( i, j), I) 1 fLIPk( 1) = t}* 
for t E I[O, a]. Then GC,,j,[O, a] is a chain and tiling in B( i, j) that follows [’ in G. 
Then split each link of GCl,j, into y links so that GCi,j, = GCi,,,[O, n’] has the following 
properties: 
(50) GCi,,) follows 5 in G. 
(51) G$,j, is homeomorphic to a disk. 
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(52) Each link of G(,,j, is a finite union of disjoint copies of disks. 
(53) The jth link g((i, j), j) intersects h’(i)“. (Special care must be taken with 
the splitting of chain links so that g( (i, j), j) n h’(i)” # 0, but everything has been 
compatibly set up so that this is indeed possible. Note that there is ih E Z[O, a] such 
that f&( tL,) =fLI(0) = i;, and [‘( i;l) = n(i). Then g^(( i, j), ib) n h’(i)” # 0.) 
On the other hand, if v(i) f t(j), just choose G,,,j, so that it follows 5 in G. 
Finally, if all this has been done carefully (i.e., so that the chains G(,,,, chosen 
“match up” at the “ends” B({A(i, j)(O)} x I) and e({A(i, j)(l)}x I), then if g’(r) = 
U~i,,)~(,[o,n;l~z g((i, j), r) for rE Z[O, n:], the result will be a chain and tiling 
G’[O, n:] = {g’( r) 1 r E Z[O, n:]} which has the desired properties. 0 
Theorem 14. Zf P is a pseudoarc, then P admits a chaotic homeomorphism T. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 13. (It is well known that if 
$GG; :’ 
is a sequence of chains and tilings in lR2 with certain properties, then 
IS a pseudoarc. Sufficient properties include the following: 
(1) Lim mesh G, =O. 
(2) Each G” is homomorphic to a disk. 
(3) Each G,+, is crooked in Gi.) 0 
3. Final considerations 
The Knaster continua and the Cantor set also admit the chaotic homeomorphism 
construction of Theorem 2. This chain-pattern construction on the Knaster continua 
is really nothing more than another way of looking at the shift maps on those 
continua. Since the shifts on the Knaster continua have been thoroughly studied 
by authors including Williams [34], Barge [ 1,3], and Watkins [33], we will give the 
specifics of the chain-pattern construction leading to a chaotic homeomorphism 
without giving the proofs involved. It is hoped that in this way, we will achieve the 
completeness we desire, without essentially reproving results already known. 
Also, we would like to make some connections between the constructions to 
Bernoulli shifts and topological entropy. 
Construction 15 (The construction applied to the Knaster continua). The construction 
is actually the simplest possible one on a continuum. Again, for convenience we 
will use chains and tilings in the plane and will construct our continuum and 
homeomorphism at the same time. The construction for n = 3 is illustrated in 
Fig. 5. (Remark: The homeomorphism T, induced in the following construction is 
the shift map of [l, 31.) Choose G, = G,[O, n -11 to be a chain and tiling in the 
plane, and choose H, = H,[O, n - l] to be a chain and tiling such that 
(1) HT c GT”, 
(2) for i and j in Z[O, n - 11, g(1, i) n h(1, j) is homeomorphic to the unit disc 
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g(l,O) g(l,l) 9(1,2) 
h(2,O) h (2,l) 
1 , I I 
I , I I 
1 I 
I I 
no.'5 I I 
for 
' I 
G2 _O! 
'II2 3; 4 ' 5 
I 
h(2,4) 
I 
12 3: 4 I5 
I I 
1 I 
I I 
I 
I I 
h(2.7) h(2,8) 
1 I 1 1 
31 4 I5 61 7 18 
1 I I 
I I I I 
I 
I I 
I 
I I I I t I 
Fig, 5. Steps one and two - chaotic homeomorphism construction on K,. 
D, and 
(3) fori~I[O,n-2],ah[l,i]n~h(l,i+1)~g(l,n-1)”forieven,andah(l,i)n 
ah(l, i+l)cg(l,O)“for i odd. 
Let Hz = G, v H,. Then Hz = H,[O, n2 - l] is a chain and tiling that follows the 
pattern 5, in H, and the pattern 7, in G, where we define for i E I[O, n2 - I] 
[,(i)=j iff iE{nj, nj+l, nj+2}, 
I imodn s1(i)= (n2-I)-imodn if [i/n] is even, if [i/n] is odd. 
Choose the chain and tiling G, = G,[O, n2- l] as follows: 
(4) G2 follows 5, in G,. 
(5) The sets in G, v H2 are homeomorphic to D. 
(6) G;=Hf. 
(7) If i, j E I[O, n2- I] and 7,(j) = t,(i), then g(2, j)‘n h(2, i)‘# 8. 
If G3 = G2 v H2, G, = G3[0, n3 - l] is a chain and, with the appropriate listing of 
links of G3, G3 follows & in G2 and v2 in H2 where we define for i E I[O, n3 - 11, 
~~(i)=j iff iE{nj, nj+l, nj+2}, 
and 
t2(i) = 
1 
i mod n2 if [i/n’] is even, 
(n3--l)-imodn’ if [i/n’] is odd. 
(Note that “5” and “17” have switched roles in a sense (see Fig. 6).) Now choose 
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n0.k 
for 
G3: (n) 
WX’S 
for 
llO.‘S 
for 
H3:n* 
Fig. 6. Steps one, two and three - chaotic homeomorphism construction on K,. 
the chain and tiling H3 = HJO, n3 - l] as follows: 
(8) H3 follows & in H2. 
(9) The sets in H3 v G3 are homeomorphic to D. 
(10) H;s G;O. 
(11) For i andjc Z[O, n3-21, if v2(i)=&(j), then h(3,j)“ng(3, i)“#@ 
Continue the inductive process that has been begun, obtaining sequences 
Gr,Gz,... and H,,H2,... of chains and tilings which (assuming we choose our 
new links with care at each level) have the following properties: 
(12) lim mesh Gi = lim mesh Hi = 0. 
(13) GTzGT”~HT=H~=G,*=G,*zGT”2H~~.... 
(14) For i E N, Hi+, follows [i in Hi and Gi+, follows ti in Gi. 
(15) For i even, G,+, follows ni in Hi and for i odd, Hi+, follows ni in G;. 
(16) For k odd, iE I[O, nktl- 11, 
&(i)=j iff iE{nj, nj+l, nj+2}, 
and 
vk(i) = 
{ 
i mod nk if [i/n”] is even, 
(n ‘+l-l)-imodnkt’ if [i/nk] is odd. 
(17) For k even, i E I[O, nkt’ - 11, 
vk(i)=j iff iE{nj, nj+l, nj+2}, 
and 
[k(i) = 
1 
imodnk if [i/nk] is even, 
(n kt’-l)-imodnk if [i/n”] is odd. 
(18) If i, jeI[O, nktl- l] and nk( i) = &(j), then if k is even, g(k+ 1, i)‘n 
h(k+l,j)“#0, and if k is odd, g(k+l,j)“nh(k+l,i)“#@ 
Then n:, HT = nz, G?, and this intersection is a nondegenerate, chainable, 
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indecomposable continuum, which is locally the product of a Cantor set and an 
arc. In fact, it is the Knaster continuum K, (see [l, 31). Also, a homeomorphism 
T,, : K, + K, has been induced where T,, is defined as follows: For x E K,, there is 
an infinite sequence j(x, l), j(x, 2), . . . of integers such that for i E N 
(19) x~g(i, j(x, i)) and 
(20) &(j(x, i-t 1)) =j(x, i). 
Define T,,(x) = n:=, h(i, j(x, i)). 
Theorem 16. Suppose that X is a compact metric space, that G, , G2, . . . and H, , Hz, . . . 
are sequences of tilings of X satisfying conditions (l)-(8) of the hypothesis of Theorem 
2, and that Tis the induced chaotic homeomorphism on X. For n E N, let b(n) = a(n) + 1, 
and let X,,(,,, = fly=_, Yi, where Y, = I[O, a(n)]for each i E Z. Further, let Use,,) denote 
theshtft map on Xb(nI, i.e., forx= (x,);“,_,E Xh(,,), o,,(,,) (x) = (yi)z_, wherey, = xi+, 
for each i E Z. Then there is a dense G,-set D contained in X such that T-” 1 D factors 
over a,,,,, for each n E RJ. 
Proof. For each n EN, let C,, = lJiE,lo,a(nJ, ag(n, i). Then C,, is a closed, nowhere 
dense set in X and &,, = lJz=_, T”C,, is an invariant, first category set in X. Let 
C = lJr=, &. Thus, C is an invariant first category F,-set and D = X - C is an 
invariant dense G,-set. 
Fix n E N. Consider G, = G,[O, a(n)]. If x E D, then for each m E Z, there is unique 
i, in Z[O, a(n)] such that XE T”“g(n, i,). Define &,,,,(x)=(i,)~,_,. It is not 
difficult to check that Bhcn) is a continuous surjection from D onto Xb(,,), and that 
‘%(&oP”ID)=%,(,,o eb(n). q 
Barge [3] has investigated all possible topological entropies of homeomorphisms 
of certain Knaster continua. Before we can state his results and talk further about 
topological entropy, we need some definitions and facts. 
If g : X + X is a continuous map of the compact metric space X, there is an 
associated inverse limit space (X, g) = {(x0, x,, . . .) E X”I g(x,+,) = xi for i 2 0). Now 
(X, g) is itself a compact metric space and if X is a continuum, (X, g) is a continuum. 
Further, if for x = (x,, x,, . . .) E (X, g) we define g(x,, x,, . .) = (g(xO), g(x,), . . .) = 
M%), x0, Xl 7 . . . ), then g is a homeomorphism on (X, g). It is said that g is the 
shift map on (X, g) induced by g. 
For each n E N, let g, : Z + Z denote the piecewise linear map defined by 
g,(x)= yn;;r+l 
{ 
if r is even, 
, if r is odd 
forx~[r/n,(r+l)/n]andr~Z[O,n-l].ThenK,=(Z,g,)istheKnastercontinuum 
of order n (see [l, 3,33,34]). The continua K,, n 2 2, are, of course, indecomposable 
chainable continua with dense arc components, and Watkins has proven the fol- 
lowing: 
Theorem W. K, and K, are homeomorphic if and only if n and m have precisely the 
same prime factors. 
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There are therefore infinitely many topologically different Knaster continua. 
Suppose, once again, that g : X + X is a continuous map of the compact metric 
space X, and that d is a metric on X (compatible with its topology). Suppose Y c X. 
If e > 0 and n E N, the set of points {z, . . . , z,} is said to be (E, n)-separated under 
g if for each i #j, there is m E I[O, n-l] such that d(g”(Xi), g”‘(x,))z e. Let 
S(n, E, g, Y) denote the maximum cardinality possible for an (e, n)-separated set 
E under g such that E s Y and let 
h(g, Y, e) = lim sup 
log(S(n, e, g, Y)) 
n-a^ n 
Then h(g, Y)=lim,,, h(g, Y, E) and the topological entropy of g is 
h(g) = h(g, X). 
(This is largely Bowen’s definition [15] of topological entropy, an exposition of 
which can be found in Walter’s book [32].) 
Now g,, E H( K,), and, in fact, &, is the shift homeomorphism conjugate to that 
yielded by Construction 15. Barge [3] has proven the following: 
Theorem B. For n E N-(1}, the topological entropy of the homeomorphism &, on K, 
is given by precisely 
h(&,) = log n. 
(The referee has pointed out that Theorem B is a special case of a theorem of 
Barge, but it has an elementary proof: h(g,) = log n (see, for example, the CBMS 
notes by Bowen on Axion A Diffeomorphisms) and it is well known that inverse 
limits preserve entropy, i.e., h(gn) = h(g,).) 
Therefore, Construction 15, for n given yields a homeomorphism T with entropy 
log n, also, for topological entropy is an invariant of topological conjugacy. 
The construction of the chaotic homeomorphism on the pseudoarc may certainly 
be done so that for the induced homeomorphism T, h(T) = t-m, because there is 
no limit on the number of links in G, at each stage, and Lemma 4 will then force 
lim F+0 h( T, X, e) to be +cc (assuming G, is chosen so that it has a very much larger 
number of links than did G,_,). Further, if the chains G, , G,, . . . in this construction 
are chosen so that G,+, is crooked in Gi (as was done in Section 2), it may well be 
the case that the crookedness condition itself increases the numbers of links involved 
at each stage so very fast that the entropy must be +a. I do not know. Also, if one 
constructs the sequence G, , G,, . . . of chains so that some G, is crooked in G, and 
some G, is crooked in G2, it might be possible to gain some control on h(T). 
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